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This report presents the simulation program of the ,science and engineering 
data management system for Space Shuttle. The programming language used was 
General Purpose Simulation System V (OS). The data flow was modeled from its1 
origin at the experiments or subsystems to transmission from Space Shuttle. 
Mission 18 was the particular flight chosen for simulation. First, the general 
structure of the program is presented and the trade studies which were performed 
are identified. Inputs required to make runs are discussed followed by identi-
fication of the output statistics. Some areas for model modifications are pointed 
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SPACE SHUTTLE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM SIMULATION 
Introduction 
The data management system for Space Shuttle is a complicated arrangement 
of interconnected devices which carry several types of data simultaneously. 
Understanding the interrelationships of data flowing through this system and 
how actions of one set or burst of data effect the progress of other data by 
analytical study is a prohibitively complicated task. When it is realized that 
over four hundred Space Shuttle flights are planned, each with a similarly com-
plica ted data management system, the need for simulation becomes apparent. 
The objective of this task was to write a simulation of the data manage-
ment system using GPSS (General Purpose Simulation System) in such a way as to 
determine possible bottlenecks, loses of information, and other changing effects 
on data under alternative conditions. As a basis from which future expansion 
can be made the program developed handles science and engineering data from its' 
origin at the mission experiments and subsystems to transmission from one of three 
signal processors onboard shuttle. Mission 18 was chosen as a representation case 
for simulation. The data generated by detached payloads and the GPC (General 
Purpose Computer) were not considered. 
GPSS is a discrete event simulation language which allows the prog~ammer 
to set up a model of a system with the relationships between the parts or blocks 
of the model defined. Units, called transactions, a~e then generated and sent 
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All data which flows through the simulation is in bits. One unit of sinllJ-
]ation clock time is .01 hours or 36 seconds. This unit was chosen to achicvl' 
simulation of thC' entire seven day (16800 time units) mission with reasonable 
computer run times and still allow sufficient resolution in the generation of 
data. Thus, if an experiment has an output rate of 30 thousand bits per second 
there would be 30 x 36 or 1080 thousand bits generated in one time unit. In 
each time unit that data is generated a transaction is created and the data 
flow associated with that time unit is assigned to the transaction as a para-
meter. The transaction then enters the model. Each block in the model (shown 
in figure 1) has a transfer rate associated with it which represents the handling 
capacity of the block in bits. This is the amount of data the block can handle 
in one time unit and is defined as a storage capacity in the program. Appendix 
A gives a more detailed description of the model configuration. (The module 
numbers in Appendix A correspond to the numbers in the blocks of Figures 1, 3, 4 
and 5). 
Experiment Schedules 
A schedule of experiments from Mission 18 was used to create a tape for 
input to the GPSS model. A data flow rate is associated with each experiment 
so that each time unit an experiment is scheduled to be running that experiments' 
flow rate is put on a transaction. This data represents scientific information. 
Engineering data from the experiments is generated at a constartt rate. This con-
stant rate simulates monitoring and control of experiments. All data from sub-
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constant rate and a rate keyed to, and calculated as, a percent of tht' exueriment 
data flow rate. 
Downlink Schedule 
The schedule for sending signals from the shuttle is part of the simulation 
progr.am rather than on a separate device which has to be read in, ;)s is the pxperl-
ment schedule. This inclusion is possible because the downlink Clvailability is 
considered to be cyclic on a per day basis. Therefore, only one dClY'S schedul(.' 
need be initialized and the following days are programmed to be derived from the 
first day. 
Data Flow Modules 
The simulation was modularized for ease in programming and documentation. 
These modules are outlined in Figure 2. The first module is the creation of the 
input tape and is separate from the main program. Modules 2, 3 and 4 run conse-
cutively on the program listing with the exception that Part 3 of modules 3 and 
4 are combined. The graphical output section is considered part of the downlink 
schedule, module 5. 
Figures 3-5 illustrate the parts of the model used in each module. 
Trade Studies 
Four modifications to the basic system configuration were run to obtain in-
1 
sight into the behavior of the model. These modifications are listed in Figure 6. 
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User Notes 
The simulation program was written for the IBH 360 at MSFC. 'fhe job cards 
n~c~ssary to access this machine and to make the experiment tape available are 
shown below. 
JOB CARD 
II EXEC GPSSV,PARM=B 
IIGPSS.DJBTAPl DD UNIT=TAPE9,VOLUME=SER=A06l4,LABEL=(,BLP), 
II DISP=(OLD,KEEP) 
IIGPSS,DINPUTl DD * 
The experiment tape contains a fullword matrix shown in Appendix D. Each 
column represents the start of an experiment. The rows are the start times (in 
hundredths of hours), the experiment numbers (107 is XCN-007, 44 is XEQ-044, the 
rest a~e XOP experiments) and the duration of the experiment respectively. A 
FORTRAN program was also written to convert the experiment schedule cards given 
to cards suitable for input to the tape program. 
If changes in block capacities are required they can be implemented by 
changing the storage definitions. Changes in the percent of data allocated to 
branches ~n the data flow are made in the variable definition statements. In 
order to investigate the effects of changes in data rates associated with each 
experiment t.he function definitions would be altered. The first number of each 
pair of numhers in the function represents the experiment and the second number 
is the corresponding data flow rate in K bits per time period. 
Output Characteristics 
The most informative parts of output are the storage statistics. '{'his 
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For the experiment and subsystem computers the average contents, entities and 
average time/unit are contained in the section titled "User Chains." User 
Chain 4 is the experiment computers and User Chain 16 is the subsystem computer. 
In both sections "Entities" is in thousands of bits. Under the "Facilities" 
section facility 50 represents the downlink availability "Average Utilization 
During Total Time" is the percent of time the downlink is available during the 
missions. 
The amount of data lost is given under "Fullword Savevalves." Numbers 2 
thru 16 correspond to the block numbers shown in Figure 1. If a block number 
is not present no data was lost at that point. The contents are in thousands 
of bits. 
The block, counts at the beginning of the output section are keyed to the 
program li~t:.rt!g and give the number of transactions which have entered a pro-
/ 
gram block (a line of code in GPSS is called a block, these blocks are not the 
same as blocks in the model). 
The graphical output gives a representation of the status of various model 
blocks at 6 hour intervals. The graphs for experiment and subsystem RAU and I/O 
blocks as well as the KU Band signal processor block represent maximum contents. 
The other graphs represent current contents. These current contents blocks will 
not show any data unless it is being delayed at the block no matter how much data 
has gone through. This is because any data th~t goes into a block a:nd is not de-
layed will immediately leave that block and since the graphs are made at the end 


















SPACE SHUTTLE DATA SYSTEM SIMULATION 
PROGRAM MODULES 
Description 
Experiment Data Input (Experiment Science Data and 















Experiment to I/O 
I/O to Computer. Computer to I/O to 
Payload Data Interleaver to transmit. 
I/O to KU~Band or V. R. Rec. 
Experiment to KU-Band or H. R. Rec. 
Engineering Data 
Experiment to I/O 
I/O to Computer. Computer to I/O to 
Payload Data Interleaver. 
Payload Data Interleaver to transmit. 
Engineering Data 
Subsystem to I/O 
I/O to Computer. Computer to I/O to 
Payload Data Interleaver. 






































Science Data Flow 
Fig. 3 
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MODIFICATIONS TO BASIC DATA SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
Modification 1: Capacity of high rate recorder 
increased by 25%. 
Modification 2: Capacities of experiment and 
subsystem computers increased by 50%. 
Hodification 3: KU-Band Signal Processer failure 
50 hours into mission. 
Hodification 4: Competing requirement for Downlink 
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In order to mak~ sensitivity runs it is necessary to change certain program 
statements. This can be done in many cases in the same compilation since GPSS 
allows certain changes to be made and the program to be then run again. 
For modification one (Figure 2) the storage capacity of the high rate recorder 
was changed in the storage definition card, statement 229. For mlJdif:;.cation two, 
storage definitions for 4 and 16 were increased 50% to represent a corresponding 
increase in computer capacity. In order to tail the KU Band signal processor in 
modification three, it was necessary to add a section that would generate a trans-
action when failure occured and fill the KU Band thus preventing any actual data 
from entering. Modification four required changing the initial cards in module 5. 
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SYSTEM MODULE I/O CONFIGURATION 
Configuration 
Experiment 
• Science Data 
• Inputs: None 
• Outputs: Compiled from mission schedule. 
• 95 percent direct transmission. 
• 5 percent transmitted to RAU. 
• Engineering Data 
• Inputs: None 
• Outputs: Transmitted to RAU. Rate 3KBPS. 
Experiment RAU 
• Science Data 
• Inputs: 
• Outputs: 
From Experiment at rate compiled from 
mission schedule. 
Transmitted to Experiment I/O at 1MBPS. 
• Engineering Data 
• Inputs: From Experiment at 3KBPS. 
• Outputs: Transmitted to Experiment I/O at 1MBPS. 
Experiment I/O 
• Science Data 
• Inputs: 
• Experiment RAU at 1MBPS. 
• Experiment Computer at 8KBPS. 
• Outputs: 
• Experiment Computer at 8KBPS; thru Experiment I/O 
to Payload Data Interleaver at 8KBPS. 
• To Variable Rate Recorders (Downlink not availab'le) 
or to FM Signal Processor (1)uwnlink available, KU 
BAND Signal Processor not available) or KU BAND 
















• Engineering Data 
• Inputs: 
• Experiment RAU at IMBPS. 
• Experiment Computer at IMBPS. 
• Outputs: Payload Data Interleaver at IMBPS. 
Experiment Computer 
• Science Data 
• Inputs: Experiment I/O at 8KBPS. 
• Outputs: Experiment I/O at 8KBPS. 
• Engineering Data 
• Inputs: Experiment I/O at 8KBPS. 
• Outputs: Experiment I/O at 8KBPS. 
High Rate Recorders 






Experiment at rate compiled from mission 
schedule. 
30MBPS input; 36,000 M bits total. 
KU BAND Signal Processor at 30MBPS. 
• Engineering Data 
N/A 
Variable Rate Recorders 





30MBPS input; 36,000 M bits total. 
KU BAND Signal Processor at 30MBPS 
or FM Signal Processor at 5MBPS. 
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Configuration 
Payload Data Interleaver 
• Science Data 
• Inputs: 
• Experiment I/O at 8KBPS. 
• Payload Signal Processor (omit). 
• Outputs: DACBU at l6KBPS. 
• Engineering Data 
• Inputs: 
• Experiment I/O, Subsystem I/O at 64KBPS. 
• Payload Signal Processor (omit). 
• Outputs: DACBU at 64KBPS. 
DACBU 
• Science Data 
• Inputs: 
• Outputs: 
Payload Data Interleaver at 64KBPS. 
Network S~~nal Processor at 64KBPS. 
• Engineering Data 
• Inputs: 
• Payload Data Interleaver at 64KBPS. 
• GPC lOB (omit). 
• Outputs: 
• Loop Recorder at l28KBPS. 
• Network Signal Processor at l28KBPS. 
Loop Recorder 
• Science Data 
N/A 
• Engineering Data 
• Inputs: DACB at l28KBPS. 
• Outputs: FM Signal Processor at l28KBPS. 
FM Signal Processor 
• Science Data 
• Inputs: Variable Rate Recorder at 5MBPS. 




Loop Recorder at l28KBPS. 





































DACBU at 64KBPS. 
Ground at 96 or 192 KBPS or KU-BAND Signal 
Processor at 192KBPS. 
• Inputs: DACBU at 192KBPS. 
• Outputs: Ground at 96 or 192 KBPS or KU-BAND Signal 
Processor at 192KBPS. 
KU-BAND Signal Processor 
• Science Data 
• Inputs: 
• Experiment at rate determined by mission schedule. 
• High Rate Recorders at 30MBPS. 
• Variable Rate Recorders at 30MBPS. 
• Network Signal Processor at 192KBPS. 
• Outputs: Ground at 30MBPS. 
• Engineering Data 
• Inputs: Network Signal Processor at 192KBPS. 
• Outputs: Ground at 30MBPS. 
Subsystem 
• Science Data 
N/A 
• Engineering Data 
• Inputs: None 
• Outputs: RAU at 3KBPS plus 10 percent of experiment 
data rate compiled from mission schedule. 
Subsystem RAU 
• Science Data 
N/A 
• Engineering Data 
• Inputs: Subsystem a 3KBPSplus 10 percent of experiment 
data rate compiled from mission schedule. 
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• Science Data 
N/A 
• Engineering Data 
• Inputs: 
• Subsystem RAU at 1MBPS. 
• Experiment Computer at 8KBPS. 
• Outputs: 
• Experiment Computer at 8KBPS. 
• Payload 'Data Interleaver at IMBPS. 
Experiment Computer 
• Science Data 
N/A 
• Engineering Data 
• Inputs: Subsystem I/O at 8KBPS. 
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• MACRO OEFINITluN FUR TRANSMISSION OF PART DATA TO NEXT YNIT 
• /fA (TRhSP MACRO» ... liE (TRI~SA MACROI 
• IIF (TRNSP MACROI • IIA tTRNSA MACRO) 
• #H CTRNSP HACRJI S /IF (TRNSA MACRO) 
TRNSP 5TARTMACRO 




-ADVANL E 1 
TRANSF ER ,/:F 








MACRO OfFl~ITION FOR DELAY TkANSKISSION TO NEXT UNIT 
• A (WAlTA ~ACk~) • .e 'TANSA ~ACROI . 
.0 (NAITA MACRO. • ~A 'TRNSA hACRO. 
• 
IUITA ST ARTKACRO 













MACRO DEfINITION FOR TRANSMISSION OF ALL DArA TO SIGNAL PRUCESSOR 
TI'tITA STARTHACRO 
II _' __ """~ r.,:...~.;; .... 'l 
,.-. ., 
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MACRO DEfINITION faR TRANSMISSION Of PART DATA TO SIGNAL PRO'ESSOR 
.A 'THITP MACROI a jE 'THITA MACRO) 
• 
TKI TP ST ARTI1ACRO 
























































































DUMPA Sf ARTM ACRO 100 
GATE U 50, _8 1C.1 
GAT~ SNf 11(,#0 1~2 
TEST 'E /lE,PF3,ff 10) 
LEAVE #G,PfS 104 




, • HACRO DEFINITION Of RECORDER DUMP, PART DAU 100 
" • 1 (;9 
r OU~PP STARTMACRO 110 I II. ASSIGN 116,fC,PF III 
f SPLIT l,#J III t PRIORITY 110 113 
! ADVANCE "e 114 

















l ASSIGN 3,"1.Pf 115 
~;,~,~;r.~~~~~ ::::::i1!:::, ::.:::- _ _ ___~' .~_=:~''':=:''= •. :r=~~~,=m_ .. -. _ .. ,.. __ '". __ L.., .. __ ._ ... _'~~~=".::==-_~"W~:;~_::=:~'-"?--"ffl---
r.' 
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c::.: C:,:: CV":"':: r':""'J 1:::1 c:::::; r= L_ ... ". 
""" 
c __ ._. __ • ., .. ,_kT","n.' _;""~·.~ .. ,.~ .. C::_._ •• __ .---'_·.,,· .... n .0; ..... " .. ,'" _ m = M.~: 
1 
~ "-', .~r-.-~-,t-~"l t::::::~_~ ~.. _ ~ ~ L-..;. : 
TRANSFER ,#f 116 
#J ASSIC,N 3.#' 117 
LEAVE #H,PF 5 11& 
ENDI1ACRO 119 
JUMPI STAR HIACRO 120 
TRANSFER ,NA III 
ENOMACRO 122 
• 123 
• MACRO DEfINITION FOR DELAY TO NEXT DOWNLINK l~" 
• liS t DL AYl 5T ARTHACRO 120 
H Pit I OR [TV liS Id ~-~ 
ADVANCE V5 126 I TRAN5f-t::R .IIC 1,,9 ENOMALRO 130 I • 131 • MACRO DEfINITION fOR DELAY ONE TIME UNIT IN RECOtlDfR DUMP l~" • 13j :>LAY2 ST ARTlUCRO 134 
!fA PR lOki TV #S b; I AOVANC E 1 Db TRANSFER .1" 137 ENOHACRO US 
• IH i ~ • "ACRO DEfINITION FOR RECORDING DATA LOST AT RECORDERS 1,.0 • 141 ,L a SED 5T AR TI1 ACRO 142 U 5AIIEliAlUE 118+,PF3 1 .. 3 I TERMINATE 144 w 
I:-' ENOHACtlO 145 I 
• 140 
• MACRO DEfINITION fOR COMPUTER LOAD ROUTINE. PART 1 147 
• 140 
COMPA STJRTHACRO 149 
~A TEST (iE #b.Pf3,"C 150 
ENTER "0, Pf3 151 




• UCRO DEfINITION FOIt COMPUT.ER LOAD ROUTINE. PART 2 155 
• 15b 
COMPS ST ARTHACRO 157 
t U TEST (i 118,0, lie 158 ASSIC,N 4,IIS.PF 159 
SPUT 1,110 160 t 
EHTER NE,1I6 161 i 
TRhSFER ./If 1 b2 Ii 
ID ASSIGN J.I#CO,PF 103 I 
ENDHACRO 164 
• 165 
• "ACRO OEFIhlTION FOR COMPUTER LOAD ROuTINE. PART J 166 
.' 
Ib7 
COMPC 5HRTI1 ACRO IblJ 




5FUF If( 171 
Of: PAl> T 1ft. 112 
"'-~"'_;'""'f::h"-i:.-'t:;r.w~~";~~~"fI~t.J 
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L I t~K 
ENOI'IAC. RO 
#B 























#L ,Pf 2 
ItO, PF 3 
• fQUATE STATEMENTS 
• 
UUEX Eeu 2,5 
IOEXP Eeu 3,5 
CPUEX feu 4.5 
HR~EC Eeu 5,5 
VUfC Eeu 6,5 
POINT Eeu 7.5 
OAceu Eeu 8,S 
LMREC Eeu 9,5 
F1'I5l(i Eeu It.S 
NIISlG Eeu 11,5 
:(U51Gi feu 12,5 
RAUSU Eeu 14,5 
IOSlIB Eeu 15,5 
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o FUNCTIGN DEfINITIONS 
o 
• DATA flOW RATES FOR EXPERIMENTS 
FLO~ FU~CTION PF2,09 
1,864C/4.108G/5,108C/6,ab~0/7,8b40/8,360/12.309/4~,36000/101,18000 
• OATA FLOW RATES FOR SUBSYSTEMS 
FLOWl FU~CTION PF2,09 
l,O/4,l080!5,O/6,O/7,8b~O/8,O/12,O/~4.36000/107.18000 
• 
•••••••••• ooo-~o-.ooC>o ••••••••••••••••• • •• •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• 
•• 







..................................••.......•.•.............. ~ .....•..... 
• 
• PAkT 1. EXPERIHENT TO 1/0 
• 




TEST L E 
TERMINATE 
BLITZ ASSIGN 











I ,Eh K 1 
4Pf.,l?NlTS 
• INPurfCR eXPEldMENT SCIENCE DATA, PART 4 
8/.K1 SPLIT 1,5 EC T~ 
• INPUT FOR SUBSYSTEH ENGINEERING DATA 
SPLIT I,HODl4 
$ 
• EXPERIMENT RAU 
• 
~AU ASSIGN j,V13.PF 
• TRANSHI T ALL ~ATA TO EXPERIMENT RAU RAUSG.2.~AIT2.R2,PART2.RAUEN,IOSE' 
2,.,UTZ 
TilNSA MACRO 
IUUSCi GATE SNf 







• TRA~SMIT PA~T DATA TO EXPERIMENT ~AU TRNSP MACRO PART2,lO,R2,MOVPZ.12,RAU5G,PflO,RAUEN.V22 




• j)VA~CE 1 
TRANSfER ,RAUS~ 
~avpz ASSIGN 3,PFIO,PF 
L~ .. 1!i!00·td~ = :::::':::: ,.' ".~-a:: : .... e~.~... . 0 .l'niiMi1~·~hi'ljiliif"fUr·~-jitiHirWM1ii)lOt*'7'-' 
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~ DELAY TRAN5M15SIO~ ONE TIME UNIT 
WAlTA MACRO "AIT?711T2~RAUSG 
~AIT2 PRIORITY 11 
QUEUE 2,PF3 
ADVANC f: 1 
o E P AR T 2 • P f 3 
TRA~SfER ,RAUSG 
• 
• EXPERIMENT 1/0 
• 
• TRAt-;SP11T ALL LATA TO EXPfk'MfNT 1/0 
1~SEG.3,WAIT3,R3.PART3,10ENT.SPlT3 TRNSA MACI(O 
10SEG GATE SNF 








• TRANSMIT PART DATA TO EXPERIMENT 1/0 
TRNSP HACRu P~RT3.10,R3.MOVP3.16,105EG.PFI0.IQENT.V23 
PA~T.3 ASSIGN lC,R3.PF 
SPLIT 1.HOVP3 




MOVP) ASSIGN 3,PflO,Pf 
TRANSFER ,ICENT 
• 6fLAY TRANSH15SION ONE TIME UNIT 
~AITA MACRO WAIT3.15.3.~DSfG 





SPLT3 SPLIT 1.f:XCPU 
• PERcErwr uF DATA TRAhS,UTT.ED VIA J(U OR fH PROCESSOR 
ASSIGN 3.V 14 .Pf 
fR ~NSF ER ,DOWN4 
• 




























DATA TO EXPEKIMENT COMPUTER 
S(CPu,R4,FJURB,4,FuURA 
R4,Pf3,fOURB 
4 ,P f3 
4.~ lFO 
FOURe,R4,FOURCfFOU~D,4,FOURA,V9 






































































































4.F OURI' r1 
1,8lJFF4 
4 
~ .... It'""·", I 
74 TERtHNATE 
COI1PD ~ACRO BUFF4,4,X21,FOURG,FOURH.V8,FOURE,V7,XlO,4-
75 BUFF4 HUE 4 
7b BUFFER 
77 TEST E PF3,Xll,FOURG 
7d RELEASE 4 
19 TERMINATE 
BO FOURe. TEST L X2l,Pf3,FUURH 
81 ASSlt.N 3,V8,PF 
82 TRANSFER ,FOURE 
~ 83 FOURH ASSIGN 3,V7,PF 84 AS S [GN 2,X20,PF 35 RELEASE 4 
I d!> SAVEVALUE 4-, PF3 
;...l 87 LIM 4,LlFO 
" 
COMPE HA('RO FOURF,21,ZO,4+ 
I 8~ fOURF SA'IEVALUe 21. PF 3 
89 SAVEVALUE lC, PF 2 
90 SAVEVALUE 4+,PF3 
91 TER.MINATE 
• 
• PAYLOAD DATA INTERLEAVER 
• 
~ .. • TRANSMIT ALL DATA TO PAYLOAD DATA INTERlfAVER TRNSA MACRO PDPRT,7,WATE7,R7,PIE(7,PAYEN,DACSG 
92 PDPRT GATE SNF 7,lfATE1 
93 tEST GE R 7 9 P F 3, P I EC 7 
94 PA'tEN ENTER 7 ,P F3 
95 BUFFER 
96 LEAVE 7,P F.3 
91 TR AtISFl:R ,OACSG 
0 rRAN5HlT PAH DATA TO PAYLOAD DATA INTERLEAVE"-
UN~P MACRO PlfC7,lO,R7,TRVL7,16.POPRT,PFIO,PAYEN,V27 
98 ?IEC7 ASSIGN U),R7,PF 
99 SPLIT 1,iRVl7 
100 PRlOR[TY 16 
lel AS SIGN 3,V27,PF 
10 Z ADVANCl 1 
1:)3 r~AN!lFER ,PDPRT 
lC4 TRVLl ASS1(.N 3,PflO,PF 
105 TRMt5fER .PA YEN 
• DRAY TRANSKI~S IOtt ONE TIME UNI T 
WA IT A. i'iACRO WATE7.15,7,POPRT 
, 
!~ "'''.''C'···~·'' 
. i~1iijii:J·~n . ~"",.' 
'.'; " __ . __ ,If'''',.,., -.-~_' ..... "'_. ______ """"":':"',,"","""" 
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DATA ACQUIS[TIO~ CONTROL AND BUfFER UNIT 
• TRANSMIT ALL DATA TO DACBU 
~ 
ltC":"iIf 







OACSG GATE SNf 8.HATE8 
TEST GE R8.Pf3,PIECS 




• TRANSMIT PA~T DATA TO DACBU 
~.':". It"·,. 


























PIEC8 ASSIGN lC,R8,PF 
SPLIT l,TRVL8 
PR lOR I TY 16 
ASSIGN 3,V28,PF 
ADVAr.C E 1 
TRANSfER ,OACSG 
TRVL8 ASSIGN 3,PFIO,PF 
TKANSFER ,OACEN 




WAlTA MACRO wArE8.IS,S,OACSG 










• TRANSHIT ALL DATA TO KU-SAND 
THITA HACR~ KUSNO.12,N~SND,R12.SUM12 
KUSND GATE SNF 12,NSSND 









T"ITP HACRO SUMIl,10.R12,NSSND.KUSND,Y32 




Nf;,TWIlI;I<. SIGN",- f'KI1COSGil 
: t!~~".-
_'_i~~~~_..-..... ...................... _,_,_~ ___ ~~~~ ___ ~_. __ ~~ ___ .. _ .............. _ ... ~~ __ 
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.-t_._ .: f---' 
--....... ...,N..,,...," i~X:l b~ .~ ~""""-'. ~-"lI r-""ZC!!;:<frj f·~::::: ~~:: 
~ TRANSMIT ALL DATA TO NETWORK SIGNAL PROCESSOR 
TMIlA MACRO NSSND,ll.SPIL8,R11,SUMI1 
NSSND GATE SNf 11.SPIL8 





• TRANSMIT PART DATA TO NETRORK SIGNAL PROCESSOR 
THITP MACRO SUM11,10,Rll,SPIlB,NSSND,V31 




SPIL8 SAVEVALUE 8+.PF3 
• 
• PART 3. 110 TO KU-SANO OR V.R. RECORDER 
• 
• DOWNLINK AVAILABLE? 
.. 




• TRA~SKIT ALL DATA TO KU-BAND 
TMITA MACRO KUSEG.12.VRREC.RI2.PRT12 
KUSEG GATE SNF 12.VRREC 





• TRANSMIT PART DATA TO KU-BAND 
TMITP 'KACRO PRT12,10.KI2.VRREC.KUSfG.Vl2 





• V.R. ~e'CORDER 
• 
• TRANSMIT ALL DATA TO V.R. RECORDER 
~fCOA MACRO VRREC.b,lOSE6,R6,PF3,PART6.DUMP6 
VR~EC ASSIGN 5,Pf3.PF 
GATE SNF b.LOSE6 
TEST GE R6.PF3,PA~T6 
ENTER b,PF3 
· TRA~SFER ,OUMPb 
~ rRA~SMIT PA~r ~ATA TO V.R. RECORDER, LOSE PAKT DATA 
RECDP "ACRO PARTb,10.R6.6,11.PFIO.PFll,DUMPb,6+,Vl6 
PARl6 A5SIGN lC,R6.PF 
ENTER b ,Rb 
ASSIGN 11 ,V~6,Pf 
5AVEVALUE 6+,PFll 
ASSIGN 3,PflO 
TRANSfER ,(:.U/1P 6 
• 
F";': .. ;~ .. 
"::-;:-'-:1 ......--.' '~~=--.,. 




























































.~ \ll1",,"~ c=:l ~ 0-, 
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~ ~~i 11~ ~ r.;.:;;:~ f=~ r.::: c.::! 
• 
• 
DUMP V.R. RECORDER TO (I) KL-BANO, 121 fM SIGNAL PROCESSOK 
• DUHP ALL DATA TO KU-BAND 
)U~PA MACRO DuMP6,DLAY6,12,DMP6A,R12,PTA12,6,KuSEG 
OUHPb GATE U 5C,OLAYo 
GATE 5NF I2,DMP6A 
TEST GE R12,PF3,PTAIZ 
LEAVE 6,PF5 
TRANSFER ,KUSEG 
• DUMP PART DATA TO KU-BANO 
DUMPP HACKO PTAl2.10.R12,4,O,OMpoA,PFIO,6,V32,MDV12 




AS SIGN 3 ,V 32 ,Pf 
TRMISFER ,DMP6A 
MOV12 ASSIGN 3,PFlO 
LEAVE b,PF5 
JUMPl MACRO KUSEG 
TRANSFER ,KUSEG 
• DUKP ALL DATA TO fH-BAND 
OUMPA MACRO Dh?bA,DLAYb,10,DLA&A,RI0,PTA12,6,FHSEG 
OHP6A GATE U 50,DLAY6 
GATE SNF IC,OLA6A 
TEST GE RIO,PF3,PTA12 
LEAVE 6,Pf5 
TRANSFER ,fMSEG 
• DUMP PART DATA TO FH BAND 
)UMPP MACRO PTAIO,lO,RIO,4,1,DUHP6,PFlO,6,V34,HDV06 
PlAle ASSIGN lO,l\lO,PF 
SPLIT 1,MUVO& 
PRIORITY 4 
AOVANC E 1 
ASSI~N ~,~34,PF 
TRANSFER ,DUMP6 
KDV06 ASSIGN· 3,PFIO 
lEAVE b,PF 5 
JUMP1 MACRO FMSE~ 
TR ANSFER ,FMSEG 
• DELAY UNTIL DC.NLINK AVAILABLE 
DLAYI MAcao OlAY6,3yDUMP6 
OLAY6 PRIORITY 3 
ADVANCE V5 
TRANSfER ,OUHP6 
• DELAY ONE TIME UNIT 
OLAYZ MACRO DLA&A.l,OUHPb 




• F.I1. SIGNAL PROLE.-)50R 
• 





FMSEG GATE SNF 
F~SEG,10,OUMP6tRIO,PRTI0 
lC,DUMP6 
• ·.n I I111IID I\f~ . ",.,,"-, '.~$ ~-.-...-.~":ItIliiJt:A: >< !sd~_ ~'.'--_. ~.-~~; •• ,_--'-_~~_:..o. ...... ~ .... ..----.......'"~_,_, "·~"''''''.tM:;.~-,".:".",~,~",;~~;",f...;':;_~';_ 
-"'~;* 
""---'-'~-' -. .,-. 
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~. 
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..---, I. .~.J r~ (:':':::j c:J r--' 
-" 
r=:t 
TEST GE RIO,PF3,PRTIO 
ENTER IG,PF3 
BUFFER 
LEAVE lO,Pf 3 
TERIHNATE 
• TRANSMIT PART DATA TU F.M. SIGNAL PRoceSSOR 
r~Ilp MACRO PkTIO.IO,RIO,DUHP6,FHSEG,V30 




• RECORDEk FILLED, DATA LOST' IN SAVEVALUE 6J 
LiJSE6 SAVEVALUE 6+.Pf 3 
TERMINATE 
• 
• PART 4. EXPERIHENT TO KU-BAND OR H.R. RECORDER 
• 
• 







• KU-BAND SIGNAL PROCESSOR 
• 
• TRANSMIT ALL DATA TO KU-BAND 
THITA "ACRO KUSIG,12,HRREC,RIZ,SEC12 
~USIG GATE SNF 12,HRREC 
TEST GE R12,PF3,SEC12 




• TRA~S"lT PAH DATA TO KU-UNO 
THITP MACRO SEC12,lO,R12.HRREC,KUSIG,V32 
seC12 ASSIGN It,R12,Pf 




• H.R. RECORDER 
• 
• TRANSMIT ALL DATA TO H.R. RECORDER 
-t~ 
~ECDA MACRO HkREC,5,LOSE5,R5,PF3,PA'RT5,DUHP5 
232 HRREC ASSIGN 5,Pf3,PF 
233 GATe SNf 5,LOSE5 
234 TEST GE R5,PF3,PART5 
235 ENTER 5,Pf3 
23& TRANSFER ,DUMPS 
, • TRANSMIT PA~T DATA TO H.R. RECORDER 
C-.:l 
[ lECDP hA~RO PART5ilO,R5,5,ll,Pf10,Pfll,DUHP5,S.,V41 
k 211 PAR ''''5 A 5 51 GN 1 C • il. 5 , P F l Z3 a t: N I EK 5 .~ 5 ! 2.HASSlr.N Il.V41.PF 
I 24:> SAVEVALUE 5+,PF 11 
~~41 ASS IGoN 3,P Fl 0 
" ..2 .. 2 TRANSFER ,DUMPS ~--.---.-~ . ------, ..... ,_._-" .. 
::' .. ,..,.J "-.....~, dtiI .i'~'. '_'N -~~~-"'~"';"_' __ t.t_ ••• "_~ , t, "._~'~_~.t ...... ~ "t.t •• _ • .,._.~ •• _~ .. 
'=7r~-
.. ------~~---'-.......q 
::~:~'"':"-:--=::::'"::.-~-'~~--;.:-::.-;.: -«:::--... .:;-:-.~~:--~::~-::",.,;:~:;::~::;_: .... . --::....-:--..:-~:-c-~~;::.::;::::.=:::::=.:::;:-~.::;:;:~ .. ;:::;:¥ 
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t" •. ~ •• ,,'H<"" 
~ ~~...-;;!-~ ~ itr,..'"!,."t;;~ 
RECORD DATA LOST 
r:::::: 
LOSES SAIiEVALVE 5+,PF 3 
Tf~r;WATE 
• 
• DUI1P H.R. RECORDER TO KU-BAND 
• 
• DUMP ALL DATA TO KU-BAND 
i~ t:"...:: ~ ":t __ ~
aUI1PA HACRO DUHP5,DLAY5,12~DLA5A,R12,SEA12,5,KUSIG 
JUI1PS GATE U 5C,DLAY5 
GATE SNF 12,ULA5A 
TEST GE R12,PF3,SEA12 
LEAVE 5,PF5 
TRANSFER ,KUSI' 
• OUHP PART DATA TO KU-BANO 
DUMPP HACRO SEA12,lO,RIZ,4,O,DlASA,PFIO,S,V3Z,HOVE5 






NOVE5 ASSIGN 3,PFIC 
LEAVE S,PF5 
JUMPl MACRO K~SIG 
TRANSFER ,KUSIG 
• D~LAY UNTIL DC~NLINK AVAILABLE 
OLAYl MACRO DLAY5,3.DUMP5 
DLAY5 PRIORiTY 3 
ADVANCE V5 
TRANSFER ,DUMP5 
• DELAY O~E TIME U~lT 
DLAY2 HACRO DLA5A,1,DUHP5 








••••••••• o •••••• ~ •••••••••••••• ~~~ ••••••••• ••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• 
•• •• 















• PART 1. f)(PEidI'1ENT TO 110 
• 
• EXPERI~ENT ft~U 
• 
• TRANSMIT ALL DATA TO EXPERIMENT ~AU 
TRNSA MACRG RAUPT.Z,HDl02,RZ,SOME2,RAUGO,IUPRT 
Zb1 RAUPT 'ATE SNF 2.HOl02 
268 TEST GE RZ.PF3,SOME2 
r,; "~,;;, "_.J :I"<~~;" .",., .•. ",. "'"'"'," 'c::;:~ .i':::';,,",,;,,";:~~,;<il;;,~.,,: •• :. 
~ _, '_w_.!fI!!!:.· __ ~b~_' __ '~_._'_"~_~~ ____ h'~_~_ .. '"_._,~__ "".~ ___ ._ .. , 
i~""·~ 
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r"::-::J L._~~: r-::' 
HUGO ENTER 
BUffER 





1::::l C~~l C;~-;::-;J t;;;;:;,; ~;J 
• TRANSMIT PART DATA TO tXPERIMENT RAU 
TRNSP MACRO SGME2,10,R2.TRVL2.12,RAUPT,PFI0,RAUGO.V22 
SOHE2 ASSIGN 1C,R2,PF 
SPLIT 1,TRVl2 
PR lOR ITY 12 
ASSIGN 3,V22,PF 
AOVANC E 1 
TRA~SFER ,kAUPT 
TRVL2 ASSIGN 3,PFIO,PF 
TRANSFER ,RAUGO 
• OElAY TRANSMlSSIUN ONE TIME UNIT WAlTA MACRO HGLD2,11,2,RAUGO 





ADVANC E I 
OEPAkT 2,PF3 
TRANSF EK .RAUGO 
EXPER I!'iENT 110 
• TRANSHIf ALL DATA TO EXPERIMENT 110 
TRNSA MACRO ICPRT,3,HOLu3,R3,SOMf3,IOGOS,SPLZ3 
JOPRT GATE SNF 3,HULD3 
TEST GE R3~PF3.SUME3 




• TRANSMIT PA.T DATA TO EXPERIMENT 110 TRNSP MACRO SOME3,10,R3,TRVL3,16.l0PRT,Pfl0.10,"OS,V30 






TRVL3 ASSIGN 3.Pfl0,PF 
TRANSFER ,lOGOS 
• DELAY TRANSMISSION ONE TIME UNIT 
WAlTA MACRO HOL03,15,3,IOPRT 






• EXTRH COULD BE CHANGED TO ~N ASSIGN 8EfORE PDSEG If SOME DATA 
• BYPASSES THE COMPUTER. 
SPLl3 SPLIT 1.EXTRH 
A)SIGN 3.VlS,PF 
TEST L PF3.1,EDCPU 
ASSIGN 3.I,PF 
• 
• PART 2. 1/0 TO COMPUTER T~ 1/0 TU PAYLOAD OATA INTERLEAVEK 
>'=-"~ ~ 
~,j 
::-___ .~ __ :....:,.~~~:;::: _ =::-;:~=!.~!!!:~_' ..... ~_;s .... z,i.:::::tteUtEMte:#:b: t ~._ i1i/t:iC .. 
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C'.,:~ r:~~:: c:: L.~~J -C1 t:~ 1='-"-' ~:i t:~~ t.;;;:;;~ it!m.,~,;. 
0 
• EXPERIMENT COMPUTER 
• 
110 lRANSHIT DATA TO EXPERIMENT COMPUTER 
:OMPA MACRO EOCPU ,R4 .FORE8. 4.FOREA 
EOCPU TEST liE R4.PF3.FOREB 
ENTER 4.P F3 
FOREA LINK 4,F IrO 
C0l1P8 MACRu FUKEB,R4,FUREC,fORED,4,FOREA,V9 
FaREd TEST Ii RIt,O,FOREC 
ASSIGN 4,R4, PF 
SPLIT 1 ,FOR ED 
ENTER 4,R4 
TRANSFER ,FORE A 
fORED ASSIGN 3,V9,PF 
COI1P( MACRO FOREC,FOREA,4,fOREE,fDREf,8UFE4 
fOREC SPLIT 1 ,FOK EA 
QUEUE 4 
SE HE 4 
DEPART 4 
FOREE UNLlhK 4.FOREF,1 
SPLI T l,BUFE4 
RELEASE 4 
TERKIN ATE 
COKPD K #CRO 6~fE4.4,X23,fOREG,fOREH,V4,fOREE,V3,X22,4-
BUfE4 SEllE 4 
BUFfeR 
TEST E Pf3,X23,fOREG 
RELEASE 4 
TERIUN ATE 
fOREG TEST L )(23.Pf),fOREH 
ASSIGN 3,V4,PF 
Til. ANSffR ,FOkEE 
F 0 K E HAS 51 C,N ),V), PF 
ASSIGN 2,X22,PF 
REU:ASE 4 
SAVEVALUE 4- ,PF.3 
LIN!', 4,LIFO 
COMPE MACRO FOREf ~23,2l,4. 
fOKEf SAVEVALUE 2~, PF.3 
SAVEVALUE 22, PF 2 




EXP Ell. IHE t.T EN(',U;EERING DATA STOPS HERE SINCE IT IS NOT CALLED 
• fROM THE CO~PUT~R 
••••• 
'. 
TRAhSKIT ALL DATA 8ACK THRU EXPERIMENT 1/0 
TRNSA ~ACRO IOEXP,3,STPl,R3~HAF3,IOETR,SEGPD 
lOfXP GATE SNF 3,5TP3 
fe ST GE R3.PF3.HAF3 
IDElR ENTER 3,P F3 
BUFfER 
LEAV/; 3,P F3 
TRANSfeR ,S E GP 0 
• 
TKAt-SkIT PA'(TOHA BACK THRU EXPERIMENT 110 
T itNSP HACRO HAF3.10,R3,lIP3,1&,IOEXP,PFIO,IOETR.V23 
,-~ ~::c:'::;:~J. 1.____ ___ " ~ ___ ,,_ _,,~S:ejtil!!t 1 - - ---- - --
,,::. . .:..::....-..:'--," 
't~~ 
B .. ~--- 1 
;10,,,,,;,,,;< 
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." l~~~:i l~t ~ ~'1f-~~."",. 1:;.~~ c;:,..::: r--
HAf3 ASSIGN 10,R3,PF 
SPLIT l,ZlP3 




lIP) ASSIGN 3,PFIO,PF 
TR AN SF fR ,10ETR 
• DELAY TRANSMISSION ONE TIME UNIT 
WAlTA MACRO STP 3,15, 3,IOEXP 






• PART 3. P~YLOAD DATA INTERLEAVER TO TRAN~MIT 
• 
SEGPO TRANSFER ,PDSEe. 
••••••••••• ~ •••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•• 








• PART 1. SUBSYSTEM TO 1/0 
• 








AS S I(,N 
SKIP PR lOR ITY 
TEST E 
TERM IN ATE 
l,.20C,14775,,25PF 
3,lQ8.PF 
,S K lf~ 









TRANSMIT ALL DATA TO SU8SYSTEM RAU 
TRNSA MACRO ERAUS~14,~AT14.RI4,P&Il~'ERAUN.ElOSG 
ERAUS GATE SNF 14,WAT14 
TEST GE R14.PF3,PRT14 




TRANSKIT PA~T DATA TO 5UBSY5TfM RAU 
TRNSP MACRO PRT14,lO,KI4,KVP14,12,ERAUS,PFIO,ERAUN,V34 





t~."~"'~-~~ti--'-~ et£w'W.. ~~~ __ ,~~~_." _"~'" ___ d_''' 
• ..-i •• ' __ l~_;"'.:":_":'::'-;;~o.;;-_-;. ,_;;;:...-::;c....::::.::;;;;:;.;:~.:.:~==-,~~;;;;j¢9C(m 1 ¥be,.,. --~ 
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'tYPl4 ASSIGN 3.PflC.Pf 
TRAhSFEk ,ERAU~ 
• DELAY TRANSHISSION ONE TIHE UNIT 
~AITA M~CRO WATl4,11,14,ERAUS 
NAT14 PRIOKITY 11 
QUEUE 14,PF3 




• SUBSYSTEM 110 
• 
• TR.NSKIT ALL OAT. TO SUBSYSTEM 110 
T~NSA MACRO EIOSG,15,~Ar15.R15,PRTlS,EIOEN.SPLlS 
E 10SG GATE SNF 15,OIA TlS 
TEST GE RI5.PF3.PRTI5 




• TRANSMIT PART DATA TO SU8SYSTEM 110 
lRNSP KAC~O PRT15,lD,R15,MVP15,16,E10SG,PFIO,EIOEN,V35 
PRT15 ASSILN lC,KI5,Pf 
SPLIT I,MVP15 




~VP1S ASSIGN 3,Pfl0,Pf 
TR~NSFER ,EIOEN 
• DELAY TR.nSHISSION ONE TIME UNIT 
_AlTA MACRO .ATI5,15,15,EIOSG 






• ~NG1NEERIN' SUBSYSTEM DATA IN 1/0; 90 PERCENT TERMINATED 10 
• PERCENT TO SUBSYSTEM COMPUTER. 
• 
• S8TR" COULD BE CHANGED TO AN A5S1(,N BEFORE PIlSE' IF SOME DATA 




),I .• Pf' 
• 
5PLc1.5SPLlT 
ASS I ('N 
TESfL 
A:>5IC.N 
• PART Z • .liD TO CO"PUTeR Ju 110 TO PAYLOAD DATA IHTERLEAVER 
• 




$8('u If Sf GE 
~ tN H:k 
OArA TO SUBSYSTEM COMPUTER 
SSLPU,R16.TEENB,16,TtENA 








































































































































4 ,Rlo,P f 
1,TEEND 
tb,RI£> 










E':::: ~ "'-'-'" 
COMPO 









































16, LI FO 
TECNF .25,24, 16+ 




• SlJBSYSTEM ENGINEEItING DATA STOPS HERE SINCE
 IT IS NOT CALLED 
FROM THE COMPUTER • 
..... 
• TRA~S"IT ALL DATA BACK THRU SUBSYSTEM 1!0 IOSUB,15,STP15.Rls,HAFI5,IOSTR.PDSfG 
15, ST P1S 
• 
fRNSA MeRO 
IOSU8 GATE SNF 





LEAVE 15, Pf3 
TR ANSFER ,POSEG 
TRANSMIT PART OATA BACK THR~ SUBSYSTEM 1/0 
TaNSP «ACRO HAf15,lO,R15,lIPIs,16,IOSlJ8,~fl0.10STR,V35 
HAFIS ASSI'N lO,R15,PF 
SPLIT 1.l1P15 
P R [OF. I TY 1 b 
ASSl'N 3,V3S,PF 
ADVAt.C E 1 
T,kANSF ER ,tOSUB 
llPls ASSIGN 3.PF10,PF 
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i:=: L~:::D.(j_:t i~~: ~~~~~'~ 1;;;:·.·.=: 1.""~ 
TRANSF ER ,IOSTR 
• DELAY TRAllStHSSION ONE TIME UNIT 
IiAlTA HACRO STPI5,15,15,I05U9 





• TRANSMIT TO PAYLOAD DATA INTERlEAVEK 
TRA}lSFER ,POSH 
$ 




PAYLOAD DATA INTERI.EAVER 
~1;::'''''''' 
i·C'"'''~' 
• TRANSMIT ALL uATA TO PAYLOAD DATA INTERLEAVER 
TRNSA MACRO PGSEG.l,WAIT7,R7,PAKT1,POENT,DCSE~ 
POSEG GATE SNF 1,WAtT7 
TEST (iE R7,¥F3,PAR17 
PUENT ENTER 1.P F3 
BUFFER 
lE Ave 1,PF3 
TRANSFER ,DCSEG 
• TRANSI'\lT PART DATA TO PAYLOAD DATA INTERLEAVER 
Jt~~':t 
~ *'~'ic,';O"-:; 
~ TRNSP MACKO PART7,lO,Rl,KOVP7,16.PDSEG,PFlO,POENT,V27 474 PA~T7 ASSIGN ID,Rl,PF 475 SPLIT 1,MOVP7 
470 PRIORI TV 1& 
411 ASSIGN 3,V27,PF 
loB ADVMJCE 1 
419 TR ANSFER ,POSEG 
480 "OVP7 ASSIGN 3,PFlO,Pf 
loa 1 TRANSFER ,PDENT 
• 'DELAY TRANSMISSlO~ ONE TlKE UNIT 
WAlTA MACRO ~AIT7,15,7,PDSeG 
482 _AIT7 PRIORITY 15 
433 QU EUE: 7,Pf3 
484 ADVANC E 1 
4as GEPART 7,Pf3 
486 TRANSFER ,PUSEG 
• ~ OATA AeQUlSITluN eOhTROL AND BUFfER UNIT 
• 
• TRANSMIT ALL OATA TO DAcau 
fRNS. MACRO DCSE~,8,WAIT8,Re.PART8,DCENT,DlSEG 
487 OeSEG GATE SNF S,WAIT8 
488 lEST (iE RB,PF3,PART 8 
489 OCENT ENTER 8,P F3 
490 BUFFER 
4iH LeAVE 8,Pf3 
492 TRANSfER ,DlSEG 
• JRANSI'II T PART DATA TO OACBU 
TRN$P ~ACRO PA~T8,lO,~8,MOVP8.1b,DCSEG,PflO,DCENT,V28 
4'11 PARTS ASSIGN IC.KS,PF 
4~4 SPLIT l.MOV?8 
495 PRIORITY 16 
, 4:96 USIGN 3,V2$,PF 
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~ 510 511 512 
I 
I:' 513 
)0 514 I 515 
516 











lIi.iiii.''Miil 1:'1;', , 
• DELAY TRANSMI5510~ ONE TIME UNIT WAlTA fir-eRO WAIT8.15.8,DCSEG 






• OO~NLJNK AVAILA6Le1 






TRANSMIT ALL OATA TO KU-BANO 
nu TA MACRO KUPRT,12,NSPRT,R12,PTL12 
KUPRT GATE SN.f 12.NSPRT 





• TRANSMIT PART DATA TO KU-BAND TMITP MACRO PTL12,lO,R12,NSPRJ,KUPRT,V32 
PTL12 ASSIGN lC,RI2,PF 
SPLI T l,NSPRT 
AS SIGN 3.V32,PF 
TI<. AN5F ER ..... UPRT 
• 




• TRANSMIT ALL DATA TO NETWORK SIGNAL PROCfSSOR 
TMITA MACRO NSPRT.ll,LHREC,Rl1.PRTll 
517 NSPRl GATE SNF 1l.lMREC 
518 TfST GE Rll.PF3,PRT 11 
519 ENTEI\ 1l.PF3 
520 BUffER 
.521 LEAVE 11.Pf3 
522 TER.HNATE 
• TRA~S"lT PA~T DATA TO NET~OkK SI'NAL PROCESSOR 
TMITP MACRO PRTll.10.Rll,l"REC.NSPRT,V31 
52)PII.T11 ASSIGN lC.IUl.Pf 
Sl4 SPLIT 1,LHREC 
525 ASSIGN 3,V31,PF 
Sl6 TRANSfeR ,~SPIH 
• 




• TRANS~IT ALL vATA TO L.M. RECOROER ~ fCDA ,UCitO LM fC ,9 ,liJSE9, R9,PAR 19 ,4608 ,DUMP'), LHRC 1,4608 
521 LHREe ASSlGN 5.PF3.PF 
528 GATE SNf ~,lOSE9 
sa TEST (iE R'i,PAt(T9.4b08 
~iif(;l'.If_'_'~.'"~'"'.~''''' .. ' 
~L' ",.,' ".... ,.,,' .~' ,~ ... _. ___ .... 
·~7.--:---'":~:1'"::.: ~~h~illPi' n_·J'ij._.("nh~· ~!'!i;';'~:,h~'" 
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,.-u,.;:.;~ 'J 
............... ""-----"'--~~~~­_--=-"'L~_ .. _~_ 
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r--"! ~ "'--' k~", r-~~.".".~,., r-1!!~'<.e-Jo. __ '~' • --, ~-"""'-~'-.-'." 
--"' ... ~,~~ -,". 
.............. ~ 
002 
530 ENTER 9,PAR19 002 
5~ 1 TRANSFER ,DUMP9 
• TRANSMIT PART DATA TO L.M. RECORDER 
063 
it EeDP MACRO PART9,lO,R9,9,11,PFIQ,PFll,DUMP9,9+,V29 
604 
604 
532 ? A R T9 ASS I CoN l,e ,R9 ,PF b64 
533 EtHER 9,R9 
534 ASSIGN 1l,V29,PF 
064 
535 SA~EVALlJE 9+,Pf 11 
004 
536 ASSIGN 3,PFIO 
664 
004 
537 TRANSFER ,OUMP9 605 
• 




• DUHP ALL DATA TO F.M. SIGNAL PROCESSOR 
068 
OUMPA H AeRO DUHP9,DLAY9,lO,DLA9A,RI0,PRAIO.9.fMPRT 
669 
b6'1 
538 JUMP9 GATE U 5C,DLA'f9 
539 GATE SNF 10. DLA9A 
C e'l 
540 TEST GE RIQ,PF3,PRAIO 
009 
541 LEAVE 9,PF5 
f 69 
069 1-
542 TRANSF fR ,F!1PR T 
• 
DUMP PART DATA TO F.H. SIGNAL PROCESSOR 
670 
DUHPP HACRO PRAID,lO,RIO,4,l,OUHP9,PfIO,9,V30,MVAIO 
b71 
543 PRAIO ASSIGN lO,RIO,PF 
67l 
544 SPLIT l,I'I~AI0 
611 
671 
~ 545 PRIORITY 4 546 ADVA~C E 1 011 541 ASSIGN 3,'00,PF 671 
I 54t1 TR ANSF ER ,DUMP9 
611 
I:- 549 ,HUO A.SS IC,N 3,PFI0 
on 
.0 550 LEAVE 9,PF5 
07l 
, 
JUMPI MACRO F/I,PRT 
012 
612 
551, TRANSFER ,fMPttT 
• DELAY UNTIL DG~NLINK AVAILABLE 
673 
674 
i>lAYl MACRO DLA Y9,3 ,DUMP9 614 
552 DLAY9 PRIORITY 3 674 
553 ADVANC E V5 614 
554 TR ANSF ER ,OU I1P 9 
• DELAY ONE TJME UN IT 
075 
076 
DLAY2 "ACRO OLA9A ,I ,DU"P9 676 
555 I)LA9A PRIORI TY 1 
556 ADVANCE 1 
016 










• TRANS"IT ALL OATA TO F.". SIGNAL PROCESSOR 
601 
TIIIYA "ACRO FHPRT,IO,DU"P9,R~O,SEGIO 
082 
602 
558 FMPRT GATE: SNF Ie ,DUMP9 
559 TEST .foE RIO,PF3,SE'lO 
ooo! 











• fRANSMIT PUT llHA fa F.". 
SI~NAL PROCESSOR 603 
Uti TP MACkO SeGIO,10,KIO,OUHP9,fMPRT,V30 
6134 
5&4 SEG10 ASSIGN lC"nc,PF 
oil .. 
J 
-------~-~-- ----.,.~ .... --.. -~.~ 
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/01)( 2 ( 1 ,9 J • 600/H X2 (l ,10) ,7 ldl HXZ (1 ,11' .742 
HXZ(l,lZI,761//olXZIl.131.77Z/I1X211,14, ,90G 
MX2(I.151.9C6/MXZ(I.161.9Z8/I1X2(1.171.~SG 
MX 2' 1 .181 ,1 1061 M X2 I 1, 19 1 .111 7Il1x Z I 1 ,20 I ,1283 
I1X2(1.21J,1286/MX2(1.ZiJ.13l9/MX~(1,2jJ,1344 
















50. VI 8 
2.'J19,PF 
.OLINK 

















bOO •• •• 2. Z5PF 
CREATE CD~Tul TRANS. 
SET I NOEX 
fiRST TIHE THROU'H? 
SET FIRST CHAN~E TIKE 
~~ T~ UUWN LINK SECTION 
FIND NEXT STATUS CHAN'E 
INCRfHE~T E~~~T COUNT 
flNU NEXT CHANGE 
TIES UP FACILITY 50 
DJwN l.INK ~V~Il.A~lE 
RELEASES FACllIT~ 50 
DETEKl1lNt TIHt NExT UO.N~NK 
Til iNO OF CYCLE 
! 
i Ii::~ ~~'~,'~Ifd ~ 1 it ~ l-;1t:~·~W·· ""._~~._-,:~=~~~~~~'ffii4tiji¢1 Ml", M~iil tN\~~~~;;';:7;·-:"·"'·-' 
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5AvlVAL~l V4l.S~L 











~!1'<~,*~ , ~'~-j 
~ 1 5" wi:. ~ L of: ,c j, ~ ~ j 7 :c.'-.------.------------
5'13 5~.bHIJf: V ..... .54 7'.1 
- 59y 5AVtv~LUe' 'V~~,V36 - ... ~ .. -
... ____ ......... ,,,. ... ~ ___ w __ ._ 
74? 
bC~ SAv'tllllLuc Vi.:),'J;7 I'd 
bOl 5AVE\.'ALlit: Vl.7.SI'12 7~~ 
~v2 SAllt.v"LlJI: V4B.H'14 7.:.;' 
Q\]:J --- ----~ .. Vl:""-L;Ur:--V-""1~"'l::> -- ~---- --' .. 0 
bu4 S~VEV~LUE V50.51b 1~1 
~-Cl05--------TERj1t:::.f-c-~-----· 7:'0 - ---------------. 
6\.~ "ENtf\;. TE IdGi:: 7 .. ~ 
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O~lGIN 5C.~Z 75J 
-' ~-----____1C--. ,1"0, .. ,r.J '1~o .---------~--~.-. ------
V C,~OJ,ll.4 7::>1 
, :ST .. rl:.1~I.r ZZ,L."" .. ! .. dl'i::;'jT 7::>:> 
8 5TATEME~r i4,j,~~~ 7';)-, 
- .. ~----O' 5TATl:i'i:::-H-2::;·,:s-; .. ~int;rf_S '7,,::; --- ---------------
b 5 LHtil tr\T 2o,S,{r<. r:lTSI 76. 
i. -Z~5-TATt.l'tEt;T__;7f't\Z'e,u-tz 10 ,Ii .,0 36 .. Z "0 54 6t) tlo 72 17,,2" 
k 7~~~9~. _~!'.~~:..~ ~~H: 114 12\.: 120 132 136 14,. lSi) 1~o 102 70j 
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- ---·---iuff-i;r-T-jY,E.- h:.: ------------.----
. ~ EN ... L;, .. P n 7 1J 7 
..... -----.-- EJECT .--- --. --.. -. • 7tlO-···----· 
I u~f,Ph .\,131,1:7 7o"j 
-----------rrU~ull. :#(0.,_ -------- -------------~_,,\. 
)( ,l.3 ... ,:~u 771 
---------~." --- .. ---~~ ,17,4 "t-7 ,.-------------------
5 STar2ME~T 2~.i~,tXPchIHE~T 713 
.-----~ ST'.~ Jt:'ii:rH·--Z~t3";l·I...·77 .. -------------
& ~';iL~t~T ~t.3,C~~T2~TS 77~ 
!)~~f ... -~;n:...-.---t'CtcOT1\-DlTYJ·~~----~----·----~~-"----~~-----·-~~-· 110 
20 SI:'Hl'\tl~T :;2,10Cl.o It 1.:i 24 ;$0 36 4t 4d 54 00 be» 72 1 171 
-.----. --'7d-'"iI~- 'to--~~i7l"·Y.n_114 1z0 ll!) lH 130 144 15'; 15& 1&l -l1r------------· 
;,0 STATEi'.ENT 54.U,Tll"t 'H~U"SI 71~ 
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, IJ~ OF TI¥E. 1~1 
~l.~~~"Pl; fez 
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6 ST AlEHENT 
7 5T A T.EM ENT 
20 STATEMENT 
78 84 90 96 
60 STATEMENT 
8 STATEM ENT 





, 1" 3 I' , • , NO 
0.2.24,2 





,2.100,0 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 12 1 
102 108 114 120 120 132 138 144 150 156 162 
54,12,TIME (HOURSI 
58,b4.fI~URE 10: CONTENTS uf HIGH RATE RECORDER AS A 1 
GRAPH X,221,241 
OR IGIN 50.22 
X ,l,3""NO 
Y 0,2.24,2 
& STATEMENT 22,.8,VARIAULE 
& STATEMENT 24,S,RECORDER 
6 STATEI1ENT 26,8.CONTENTS 
6 STATEMENT 28,8,(10COOOO 
7 STATEMENT 3C,1,K dITS' 
26 STATEMENT 52,106.6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 00 66 72 1 
78 84 90 96 10~ 106 114 120 126 13~ 138 144 150 150 162 
60 STATEMENT 54~12,TIHE (HOURS' 
8 STATEMENT 5s.'~b~,fIGURE 11: CONTENTS Of VARIASlE RATE RECOROER Al 








5 ST ATEMEhT 
& ST ATEHENT 
6 STATEI1ENT 
26 STAH:MENT 
111 h 90 96 
60 STATEMENT 
8 ST ATEMENT 
UNCTION Of TIME. 
EN OGR APH 
EJECT 
jet ~.s. ~ • 'in 
!iO :,g~ 
,I p 1.~ H·,NO 
th:10Clthl,l,4 
2l! 1 ~--!\B~8AND 
l",,~9 .. t'i?;OCfS SOR 
~~~ if-:,CONTENTS 
ZIfI"e,lK BITS' 
5~~106,6 12 18 24 30 3& 42 48 54 60 ob 
102 IDe 114 120 126 132 13S 144 150 156 162 
54.12,TIHE (HOURS' 
58,b3.fIGURE 12: CONTENTS Of KU-8AND PROCESSOR AS 
GRAPH X,281,307 
OR IGIN 50.22 
X .1~3".,NO 
V 0,300.12,4 
5 STATEMENT 2~.9,SUBSYSTEH 
9 STATEMENT 24,3.RAU 
72 1 
A F 1 
l & STATEMENT 26.B,CONTENTS 
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78 84 90 9& 
&0 STATEMENT 
8 STATEMENT 












78 84 90 96 
60 STATEMENT 
8 STATEMENT 












78 81t 90 96 
60 STATEMENT 
S STATEMENT 
ON Of TIME. 
ENOGRAPH 
ENO 
28,8. (K BITS) 
52.106,6 12 18 24 30 30 42 48 54 
102 loe 114 120 126 132 138 144 150 156 162 
60 66 72 1 
54,12,TIHE (HOURS) 









52,106,6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 6b 72 1 
"102 108 114 120 126 132 138 144 150 156 162 
54.1Z,TiHE (HOURS) 









52,106,6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 06 72 1 
102 lOt 114 120 126 132 138 144 150 156 162 
54,12,TIME (HOURS' 
58,58,f1GURE 15:CONTENTS OF SUDSYSTEH CPU AS A FUNCTII 
~'t'tt:t~rd-.... ,It<J: ... ~_~,..,,.. -i"_ n·":~"-';~~:o:';~'t;.t~~~?';;~~~~~ini£.;r'~~:W~~,\ 














805 .~ ; 
660 ~ 
867 ; aoil 
oboj it il7e I 
871 t----; 
872 I' 'J II 
873 11 
874 n 
875 ~ i 
876 :1 J it 817 I' 878 ~ 











n L_ _ _____ --...!: 
, '."-'~:: ~'~.:'.:-",~'~": =:_~.'~ ,,--, J 
REL ATr liE CLOCK 16800 ABSOLUTE CLOCK 16800 
BLOCK COJNT 5 
SLOCi<. CU"R ENT TOT AL BLJCK CURR ENT TOTAL cLOCK ClJKfc.ENT TLlTAL 13LL1(K C UK" Er, T TOTAL BLuC/\. Cv~~ Eh r TuT:'L 
1 0 0 11 0 51410 21 0 0 31 0 0 41 0 :) 
2 0 929 12 0 51416 22 0 0 32 C 0 42 0 J 
3 C 929 13 0 25738 V 0 0 33 0 2oj738 43 0 ;) 
'" 
0 3 14 0 25738 24 0 0 34 0 25130 44 . 0 ;) 
5 0 926 15 0 2573B 25 0 0 35 0 25738 45 0 ;) 
6 C 926 16 0 l51,,8 20 0 0 J6 C 25738 40 0 ;) 
7 0 24812 11 0 25738 27 0 0 31 0 25738 41 0 0 
8 0 51476 18 0 Z5738 28 0 0 38 0 25136 48 0 ;) 
9 0 25138 19 0 251.;;8 29 0 0 ';;9 0 a 49 0 0 
10 0 926 20 0 0 30 0 0 40 0 0 50 ;) ;) 
61.0 C K CU~ilENT TOT AL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BlaCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CUKKtNT TOTAL BI.UCI\ C l.'KKfN T TuTAI. 
51 0 0 61 0 25738. 11 0 43247 81 0 1 H09 91 ;) 325Q::I 
52 0 514n 62 0 0 72 0 86494 82 0 1 750~ 92 0 0 
53 0 25738 63 0 C 73 0 4n41 83 0 242.16 93 0 :> 
54 0 25738 64 0 0 74 0 43241 84 0 24216 94 0 \I 
55 0 25138 65 0 0 75 0 43241 85 0 24276 95 0 0 
56 0 25738 66 0 0 76 0 4n41 80 0 24270 90 0 l 
57 0 C 61 0 51470 17 0 43247 67 0 24276 91 0 0 
58 0 25738 68 0 25738 7S 0 1462 86 0 32586 9& 0 ;) 
59 . 0 0 69 0 25138 19 0 1462 89 (j 32586 99 0 ;) 
60 0 25738 1C 0 25738 80 0 41185 90 0 32580 10C 0 J 
BLOCK CUUENT TOTAL eLOCK CURRENT TOTAL ilLOLK CURRENT TOTAL BlOCI\ CURKtNT TOTAL BlUCK CURRENT TOU~ 
~ lOl 0 0 111 0 0 121 0 0 131 0 0 1-.1 0 J 102 0 0 112 0 0 122 0 0 132 0 0 142 0 ~ 103 0 0 113 0 0 123 0 0 133 0 0 143 0 J , 104 0 0 ·114 0 0 124 0 0 134 0 0 144 0 J 
105 0 0 115 0 0 125 0 0 135 0 0 145 0 C 
106 0 0 116 0 0 126 0 0 136 0 C 146 0 J 
101 0 0 111 0 0 127 0 0 137 0 0 141 0 :) 
108 0 0 118 0 0 128 0 0 138 0 0 148 0 J 
109 0 0 119 0 0 129 0 0 139 0 0 149 0 0 
110 0 0 1,0 0 0 130 0 0 140 0 0 150 0 0 
SlOCK CURRENT TOTAL &LOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL blOCK CUKj\ EM TOTAL ~L.GCK CURi\fNT TOTAL. 
151 C I) 161 0 0 111 0 0 181 0 0 IH 0 J 
152 0 25738 102 0 0 112 0 0 182 0 0 192 0 0 
153 0 25738 163 0 3494 113 0 0 183 0 0 1H 0 0 
154 0 25738 164 0 3494 174 0 6988 184 0 0 194 0 0 
1.55 0 25738 105 0 3494 175 0 3494 1:35 0 0 195 0 0 
1.5b 0 25138 166 0 3494 176 C 3494 186 0 (j 196 0 :) 
1.57 0 25138 167 0 3494 111 0 3494 181 0 0 191 0 0 
158 0 25738 168 0 0 110 0 3494 188 0 0 196 0 J 
1'59 0 0 169 0 0 119 0 0 189 C. 0 lSI 9 0 0 
160 0 0 110 0 0 1110· 0 0 190 0 0 200 0 ;) 
iH.Jc;t; CUUENI. TOT AL BLOCK ; URRE~T TOTAL d LaC 1\ CURkE~T TOTAL SLOCK CUKI\ENT TOTAl blCCK C"RI\fl,;T fCTAL 
2-' 1,. 0 0 211 0 0 2i1 0 i5738 ,,31 0 0 i .. 1 0 :l 
,,02 C 3494 .212 0 0 222 0 2,738 2.)2 Ii 3494 £42 0 ii 
203 0 34«;4 213 C 0 223 0 25738 233 C 34~4 ,43 0 ) 
ZC4 0 3494 214 0 C 224 0 25h8 2"4 0 3494 l44 0 J 
205 0 0 215 0 0 225 0 25738 235 0 34 .. -. 245 0 oibo 
200 0 0 216 0 0 226 0 25738 2.36 0 34'14 246 0 34S1t. 
201 0 0 211 0 0 22.1 C 25H8 . 2.37 0 0 ~4 7 0 ,,4910 
208 0 0 216 0 0 228 0 0 238 (j 0 248 i) 349. 
20y 0 0 219 0 0 229 0 0 H9 0 Q 2.49 0 3:.". 
t ~·w[};r::idJ4t~:"'::-~i!:"::';;~;:r:-"rt:~'O:-~'--''--'''''.'" 
...... -,:, "~, .... , 
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( , ;...-. ~ ..... 
tlLuCK CUltRENT TO TAL bLLlLK C Utili E:IlT TUTAl OluLK C UKKI:I.T T uTAl 
,. 
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554 0 0 504 0 0 574 0 204 5il4 0 203 594 0 1';7 
555 0 0 565 0 0 575 0 7 585 0 203 595 0 28 
556 0 0 566 0 0 576 0 7 586 0 b )96 0 23 
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558 0 0 568 0 14775 578 0 197 5aB C 6 5~8 0 28 
559 0 0 569 0 263~5 579 0 204 589 0 b ,99 0 28 
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dLJC~ CU~~ENT TGTAL dLUCK CURRENT TOTAL bLOCK CURRE~T rurAL blOCK 'URRE~T TOTAL BLUCK CURRENT TOTAL 
-.,.,-,- -, ·1 -.'.'. -{)--_.- .---J 29 ~---. ·11 --- 0 51·47f7--·--·-2--1--- .--o-.~--- ----0 -31·- ---'--,0 --~-- . ~ -----'" ·'41·--···- 0 --'-'--' Q .• ---.. 
2 0 929 1" 0 257,,8 220 0 32 0 2S738 42 0 0 
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6 0 24812 16 0 25738 26 0 0 36 0 25733 46 0 
--_ .... --'1 C 514-76- H---(}----25738-27 0 --0 37-··---O~'-'-25738 ._---- 47 0 
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----5t (j 5147o----61----o---- d -O '-'7l '(r---1I6494 111--0---17509------- 91 0 ~---'-. 
52 0 25738 62 0 0 72 0 432.47 82 0 24~76 92 0 0 
--' --H 6 25138 -63 0----·- 0 13----0-------43247 83 0--2417tr--- 93----'0---·- -0---
~4 0 25738 04 0 0 74 0 43247 84 0 24no 94 0 0 
55 e 25138 65 e e 75 e 43247 85 e ,'+':-70 .,5 e e 
56 0 C 66 0 51476 76 0 43247 86 0 24276 96 0 0 
----5-1- 0 25-Bit- 0-7 0 25-73'8 17 0 14'6-2 111 0--'32560 --- 91 --- 0-----'0 ----
58 0 C 68 0 25138 78 0 1402 88 0 32586 98 0 0 
----59 0 2SBB trJ 0 25T38 H---o--trtllt5 89 0 32511 CI '19 0 0--
&0 0 25738 70 0 43247 80 0 17509 90 0 32586 100 0 0 
t
. BLUC~ CURRENT TGTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLQCK CURRfhT TOTAL 8LOCK CUkKfNT TOTAL BLOCK CORRE~T TaT~L 
---1:01 0 C Itl 0 (t------rl'1----t) 0 nl 0 '0 14·t---~ ._-----:) -"-
.J,.. 102 0 C 112 0 0 122 0 0 132 0 0 142 0 0 
. I" lOj--(t-----e 11-'- 0 0 1"23 0 0 133 0 -··0 1'9)--0-----0---· 
I 104 0 0 114 0 0 124 0 0 134 0 0 144 0 0 
lC5 e ( llS e e 12' 0 0 135 0 0 14'- 0 :J 
• lC6 C 0 I1b 0 0 12b 0 0 130 0 0 1"t» O' 0 
---"--tel e C 11"1 0 0 1'27 0 0 137 0 -0--.. 1107-----0· C 
IJ8 0 0 118 0 0 128 0 0 138 0 0 148 0 ;) 
-----tV<J 0 C -t-~--o C 119 0 0 13'1 0 -0 -}lt9----o-----,o----
1 1 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 1 10 0 0 140 0 0 1 5 COO 
BLuc~ CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CU~RENT TOTAL BLOCK CUK~E~T TOTAL uLuCK CURRENT TOTAL 
~-~'·l.o;l' ---0 Z5-rJ8 l'til 0 0 1;1----0 0 181 '0 0--- -191-- -0-" w---
1SZ 'D 25738 162 0 3494 172 C 6988 182 0 0 HZ 00 
----t~j CI 25-r.H I-Ci'S 0 '494 173 0 3'494 153 --0 0 193 0 0----
1 S.. 0 257311 164 0 3494 174 0 3494 184 0 0 194 0 0 
1S5 6 l51'i8 IlI5 e H~4 115 C 34'4 liS~ 0 e 1:15 C C 
156 0 2~738 166 0 0 17b 0 ,,494 186 0 0 H6 0 0 
151 0 2Sft8 107'-----0-·-----0 l1i 0 o----tlSf------(t'-- '0--'-197---'0 -0'----
15 dOe 168 0 C 1113 0 (j 188 0 0 198 0 0 
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100 0 0 110 0 0 180 0 0 190 0 0 200 0 3494 
~LDCK CU~RENT TOTAL bLOCK CUR~ENT TOTAL BL~CK CURRENT TUTAL eLUCK CORKfNT TOTAL BLuC~ C~KRf~T TOTAL 
----£i)"t e ---3'Cf'1" "21-1 0-' _·tt---ZZ1--·-1)'---2573lJ 2:Jt--'O--"-'3to9~ 241----0 "'0'---
202 0 34~4 212 0 0 222 C 257311 232 0 3494 242 0 6908 
~--h'_tiB 0 -e--·-ct-3----C---~--O-------,i:r_ 0'- -l:S-7JiS-----l'Jj-----1)-- ~"9,.·-~-·.:4)~--'O--- 349 .. ---
2C'4 0 0 214 0 0 224 0 257J8 234 0 0 244 0 34'14 
lOS e e l15 0 e us 6 l51:HI B5 C) C lq5 0 ''''~'1<fi---
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210 0 0 220 0 25738 230 
0 3!t94 240 0_ 0 l.SCL O ___ ... _.D __
 ~_ 
tiL.OCK CI!Hc'JI ICTAL, IlLeCK CillW<fPlT IOTAI. 8LOCK CUIHu
;"r T9TAl 8l0CI'; C~Ril.ENT Hlr~L 8U;C~ n,KI<€/Or TwP" 
2:>1 0 0 201 0 0 271 
0 0 281 0 0 291 0 
:; 
--~252---..{).·---·-··{}·---·262 -,'~·-·.O· .. -·14H5 272- 0
- -- ._-{} 2tii----Q------- - 0----- C:'12'-'-~-O it ~.-
253 0 0 263 C 14775 ,73 0
 0 28,j 0 14715 .<;93 C \: 
----·25:.---- - o.----~. -Q. ---~6 4--... _.- G· ·----1-477 5-·--.. 2 74 ----~O 
-'- -- -·---·0--- 284·----0 --.. -1417 5 294 - -. - 0 V 
255 0 G 265 0 14775 275 0 
0 2H5 0 14775 2"'5 (i Q 
2S~ Q 34114 2,,6 e IH» 27,. G 
, iii g 14175 ot;., Q :; 
257 - 0 3494 261 0 14775 217 0
 0 287 0 14175 
-2S~----~ 34-114-----200 0--14715---271;1- 0. 
0---28iJ-.---0- ~--14715 .. 
259 0 (j 269 0 14775 279 0
 0 .c~9 0 0 
-. __
 h 26/) .~-C .() 270---0 ----0 28Q---{}· -0--- ·2
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301 0 C 311 0 2 321 . 
0 44848 331 0 Ho"'" .J41 o :> 
--~ 302-·--·-0----29-55G-----·31-2--~ -1 322 
fr---44848----:H2--·--G----12bIo9 -.- .. 342 o 0 
3C3 0 14175 313 0 1 323 0
 44B48 3,j3 0 14!649 .143 o 0 0----- -0 
C 0 ~~ 3.04 0---1-477S--------314----O-------1 32"--0--44848---
-334----0·--- 12049------ 344 
305 !) C 315 0 294~1S 32!i 0 44
848 335 0 12049 345 
):'0 2 14775 316 € 14149 326 e lice ):Jb 
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307 G 26 311 0 14749 327 
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Ii' 
1\ SAMPLE DMS STATISTICS .[·1 
WI ~" .. EQPT 
:,( ~! ,~"'" NO. STATISTIC BASE 1 2 3 4 
:s> p 2 Experiment RAU , MAX CONTENTS (K BITS) 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 ',.)/, 
AVG. TIME/TRANS. 0 0 0 0 0 
rl TOTAL ENTRIES 8,674,698 8,674,698 8,674,698 8,674,698 8,674,698 Ii" 
;" ~ 
".", 3 Experiment 1/0 
~"! MAX. CONTENTS (K BITS) 1800 1800 1800 1800 
1800 
H AVG. TIME/TRANS 0 0 0 0 0 ji ~ ~,~ TOTAL ENTRIES 8,674,698 8,674,698 8,674,698 8,674,698 8,674,698 
P 4 Experiment Computer E MAX. CONTENTS (K BITS) 288 288 432* 288 288 
AVG. TIME/TRANS. .892 .892 .977* .892 .892 
P TOTAL ENTRIES 77 ,
439 77 ,439 77,426* 77 ,439 77 ,439 
" DATA LOST (K BITS) 861,932 861,932 861,931* 861,932 8
61,932 
J 
14 Subsystem RAU Iii MAX. CONTENTS (K BITS) 3600 3600 3600 3600 3600 
.. :.£ AVG. TIME/TRANS. 0 0 0 0 
0 
TOTAL ENTRIES 14,987,124 14,987,124 14,987,124 14,987,124 14,987,1
24 
It . Ii 15 Subsystem I/O 
.j 
MAX. CONTENTS (K BITS) 3600 3600 3600 3600 3600 
[J AVG. TIME/TRANS. 
0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL ENTRIES 14,987,124 14,987,124 14,987,124 14,987 ;124 14,987,1
24 
16 Subsystem Computer 
C MAX. CONTENTS (K BITS) 288 288 432* 288 
288 
1 




TOTAL ENTRIES 50,532 50,532 51,143* 50,532 50,5
32 
n 
DATA LOST (K BITS) 1,497,871 1,497,871 1,497,727* 1,497,871 1,497,871 
5 High Rate Recorder 
0 
MAX. CONTENTS (K BITS) 772,206 772,206 772,206 36,000,000* 865,818* j 









t' 6 Variable Rate Recorder 
1 
L 
f! MAX. CONTENTS (K BITS) 36,566 36,566 36,566 36,566 40,999* ;; [' 
l 
H AVG. TIME/TRANS. 8.136 8.136 8.136 1. 554* 10.544* I 
il TOTAL ENTRIES 965,472 965,472 965,472 5,055,595* 1,451,753* I DATA LOST (K BITS) 0 0 0 0 0 










l Ii ' '-L L -95- ~ . ..-... .,". ~, , - -,,:..-'.:.. ... ,. .,,:.' ~. - .. '-"~. ..- -"~-.. ~~,,-.-: 
r 
,! 
if I· I I I' 
L 
it; EQPT NO. 
10 
STATISTIC 




DATA LOST (K BITS) 



















u * DATA DIFFERENT FROM BASE DATA 
(. u 
p lJ 
I i ~ I .' ~ " t' -. 
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Prog.!' .. ~m To _Q!.~ate Experime}lt. Sc1:~~~.!~._~.o:pe 
SLJCK 
STATEI1ENT 
.. ~-.l:~., I":!:'"-.:,.:.::,::::, 
-nli:"ltl E;r-oU:C-OPFR A Tl1Hr"o',-C-; O,F;'1=tG";H',1 C OKMCN I S 
NUl1ol'EVR----------------
.*.*~.~~.o.oo~.o ......... o.~*oo~ .. o~.~.o .. o.~....
....................... 1 
•• 
. .. " _ ...... ' - ---.----
.... _--.. 
-- -- --~.. Z 





-.. - .. -.. 4 
.0 SHUTTLE I1ISSION 18 DATA SYSTE~ 
•• 
5 
- ••. ------.---~.--. 
•• 
6 











.... 0 ••• 0-.................................... 9 
• 





'-----l)-"lff·'1NITtAL· CARD -IS RECUUEDfOR'EACH-DATA-rN"TRr;---JIrATRTrlUl "I
LL 1~ 
• CONTAIN THE FOLLO~ING DATA ELEMENTS: 
13 
--.-.. -_." • MX1(1,JI THE TIME FROM LAUNCH Of DATA ENTRY·J.··-····· 
14 
• MXlIc!,JI EXPERIf'(ENT NUI1i3ER 1.0. ilf DATA ENTRY J. 
15 
---'-'-- 1 I1ATRIX X,3,929 .
---.-.,,-~- 16 
• HXlI3,JI uURATION UF DATA ENTRY J. 
17 
,----------11. IT I AL - r~Xl( 1,1', 731/11 XI (2, 11 , 1C7/I1U('3j11,TZ U---------
-------
, INITIAL MXlI l,21,76'1/I1Xll",It!C7/I1X1I3,ZI
 ,14 19 











WIT! AL' MXH 1,71 ,94C/MX1(2, 71.,44/",XI13,71 ,20 -












I INITIAL MXI(l,12',11CI/MXIIZ,121,44/MXlI3,121,11 
29 









.... . INt TI AL MXl( 1,171, lJ4Z/",Xl( 2,171 ,107l"'XI (3 ,171.8 .. ----
----
----
-- · .. ·34 .... -- ... - -'~" " -----.~ .. -. 
i INITIAL I1X1Il,ldl,16CJ/MXllZtlSI,7/11)(1(3,181,22 
35 





i INITIAL, MXlll,21l,1877/MXl(Z,211,lZlHX1l3,211,88 ----
---- .• -- .---.
.. 38 
I 1~ITlAL M)(1(l,221,1879/"'X1I2.22,,1/11)(1I3,221,84 
39 













INHl,\l KXl( l,lat,Z034/MX1l2.281.5/MX1I3,28',lZ 
45 
INITIAL KXlll,29"ZC39/MXltZ,Z91,4/MXllJ,29,,3 - .
. ----.. --.
-----.• -- ... -.-- .... -.-- "6 
l l\1Ti,\.. M)(l(1,30',21J47/MXIIZ,301,121KX1(3,30,,7 
47 




i I:-tJTUL KX 111,33 I, 2C59/HXl( 2,331, 7/11X1I3 ,3]) ,57 ~-----
.~---- .. ----.--'--" . - 5(1 ---- .. -.- .. _.- ---.-... - .. ---
t !·.ITIAL KX11l,34I,211bl"lXlI2,341,5/H)(lI3,34),13 51 
f: J .. IYUL ~)(1I1,35),21ZC/rlX1(2,351,7/MX1l3,351,9 
52 
l Ihlfl.\L ... ·(l11.36.I.LIV,ftHI(Z.3bl.7/MXIIJ.3",.9 
53 
~ ,',ltI"L I'1Xl(l,Jll.21l,<;/"IXl(l.JlI.1/I'1XllJ,J71,l4 
~4 
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1 ~ I TIt. ... 
1':1 T!.!:" 
I '[ TJ~l. 
I', I T Ih 
I ',I T I A ~ 
I ',I riAL 
I ',I T I AL 
1', I T I i'lL 
I'. I T I AL 
I', I T I AL 
I "dT(AL 
I ',I T ( AL 
11,( T I AL 
I''[TIAL 
I I I T I AL 
TJ AL 
I .. I T i .... 
I,.,ITlI,l 
11\ ( T ( AL 
I NIT I AI.. 
I t, ( T I AL 
I'd riA L 
I\!Ti' L 
I .. ( T I AL 
I 'n T! AL 
I ~ I T I AL 
I "Ii T ( AL 
I r, IT 1 ilL 
lid 1 ! AL 
I NIT IlL 
I r.. ( T (lL 
I ', I T ( lL 
I', ( T I AL 
11'11 T I AL 
I NI T I AL 
(N I T I AL 
C, C ' :~ ATE 
A ~ SIC,N 
T'( A:, S FER 
EXP ASS IC,,., 








1 v;.u a L E 




1"J(l{ 1 , 8~41.l 4bb7//'1Xl (2 . 894 1. 5 /11 XI() .994) ,13 
I. 1 t : , a 9 5 1 ,1 4 ~ 71 1 I' A 1 t 2 , 8:; 5 ) , I e 71 ~ ~ I t 3 , a 9 5 I ; rz--- ----
x 1 ( 1 , <) ~ b) , 1" c> 75 I" 1. I I 2 , e ~ c> I , 4 / 1'>1. I' 3 , b ~ b 1 ,2 
... 'I( I I 1 , tl'l 7) , I 4 6 77 1 /'X 1 I Z , S 9 7 1 , 7/ MX 1 I 3 ,8 9 7 I , 2 
"A I I I , 3 9 9 1, 1 4 69: llJ,xII Z , &9S I,7 / "x l I J , 8 9 S ),11 
"i!11, 3~ qJ ,141 :2 /t)(11 2 , ~~~ J ,7/IoI,XI1 3 , 999 1 , 1 
)( 1 1 1, 9: ' I ,141 \;, /1'1. 1 I Z , 't:C' ) .1 ) 7/ ' 1 13, 3 JC) ,12 
MXll 1, 9J l), 14711/MX1(2,~ C l I ,7/MX, , 3 , 9 ( 11 , 39 - -----------------------
1'1), 1 ( 1 , '1 C2 I ,147 .. 4/1' Xl ( 2 , <; (' 2 1 , I ') 1/ ", X I I 3 , 9 J 2) ,12 
..., X I ( I , 9 C 3 I , 147 44/ M. I ( 2 , <; ( .> 1 , 5 /" x 1 ( .> , 0(' 3 J , 1 3 
I' ',( 1 I I, 9 v 4 ) , I 47 5 0 1 :1 x 1 ( 2 , 9 C 4 ) • 7 / 1' X 1 I 3 , 9;j 4 ) , 4 5 
M'( I ( 1 , 9 C 5 I , 1 41 7 -if" X 1 I 2 , 9 C 5 I , I fJ 7/ '1 XI ( 3 , 9 ( 5 I ,1 3 
x I I 1 , 9 (0 ) , 147 7 '1 / M X 1 I 2 , • ., I , 5 / ,'IX I I 3 • 9 0 0 ) , 1 3 
1"'I(I : I . :;f'I 71 , 1 (,o C: /I'XI1 2 , 7I , 5 /IHI I J,9 0 71 , 2 3 
M>. : I 1,9 "9 1 ,14 80 '1/I'XIIl, '>,: 81 ,107/'1XI 13, ge 51 , 13 
... X I I I , 9 '9 I , I 4 d 1 ':> / "I X 1 I 2 • r, ( 9 ) ,4 4/ "I X 1 I 3 ,9 ') ~ I , 5 
.. X I I 1 , 9 I ( ) , 1 43 3 ~ / v Xl ( 2 ,r, I G ) , 5/ "X 1 I 3 , 1 1 Q I ,1 3 
XII 1,9111 ,1 4 3 31/I'XI12 , 911I,107/'1XI13 . 9111 ,1 
XII l , y1lJ ,1t, 3 47/MlCl (.2 , 9121 rlfJ7II'XI I 3 , 9121,13 
MX11 1,9131 ,14347/I1XI12,'7131 , 5/M~113 . 91.>1 ,13 -----
X 1 I 1, 9 141 , 14 dol/v lC 1 ( l , r, 141 ,I e 7/ M X 1 ( 3 , 914 I ,13 
"'( 1 ( 1 , ., 15 ) ,1 t,:3 9C / MX 1 ( i:, r; 151 , 5/ ~x 1 ( 3 . 91,» , 1 3 
~Xl i 1 , 91 6 1 ,14~11/~lClll,~lol,5/M~11 j , 9 161,13 
'( 1 I I , q 1 71 , 1 4 ~ I 1 / M '( 1 ( 2 ,9 1 7 1 , I C 71 M,( 1 I ) ,9 17 I ,1 5 
M X 1 I 1 , q 1 a I , 149 5 ~ /" X 1 ( l , '11 8 I , 1 0 7/~' X I ( 3 , ~ 18 I ,13 
1 I 1 ,9 19 I , 1 49 5 2 /1'1)( I ( 2 , <; 1 9 1 , 5/1'1,( 1 ( 3 ,9 19 I , 1 3 
"X 1 ( 1,92 0 1 ,149 0 9/M)' 1 I 2 , 91r I ,44/1'1 XI I 3 , 920 ),7 
Mx1( 1,9211 ,14971 /H)(I(2 , <;211 , 5/ r .(II),9211 .21 
P'X I I 1 , 9221 , 1 5 -: 4 7 /1' ), 1 ( 2 , 9 Z 2 I ,5 II'X 1 I 3 , 9 2l I , 1 3 
I' X 1 I 1 .923 I , 1 51 1 711'1 X 1 I 2 , 9 d I , 5/ MX 1 I 3 ,9 2 J 1 , I .> 
X 1 ( 1 , '1 2 t.) , 1 51 .121 "I X 1 I .2 , 9.2 4 I , 51/, Xl ( 3 . 924 I , I 2 
- I'(111, 0 25 I, 151 9 ... /'1X1(2,<; 2 51 , 5 /M)(113 , 9251 ,13 
X 1 I I , -J 2 6 I , I 5 2 ('l 7 /'1 '( 1 I 2 ,926 I , 5 / M'( 1 I j , 92 c> J , 1 b 
I' X 1 I 1 • 9271 , 1 5229/ 1'1 XI ( 2 , 927) • 5 111 X I t 3 , 927 1 , I 2 
x I I 1 , 928 I , 1 5245/ "1 X I I Z ,~ 1-8 I .5 I MX 1 I 3 , 928 I , 1 3 
















0 , 5 
92 '> 
, ., 













9 L \, 
':141 
" ~ 2 ---~. 
3 
( ", I, . 25 PF 
12,1 , pr-
CREATE IoCRKER TRANS4CT IUN -- 04 3 ------- ---------
, E x? 1 
12+tl.PF 
VI 
1,1"'(11 I,P121 ,PF 
2 , '1 ~ 1 I 2 , P 1 2 J , P F 
J ," ~ 11 3,P121 , Pi' 
J .:; ... TAI 
P12,929 , EXP 
1 
~ I 
NUMbc~ fIRST DATA E~TRY 
~UMdER DATA E~TRIES 
iJ!:LA Y I'ITE~A~RIVAl TII1E 
~~C U~O TIME F Ru'l LAU~CH 
E(C~D EX~t'IMENT ,.,JI'BE R- --- ------
~ ECa {D J ATA E~T~Y OJR ATION 
(REATE J Q,H:'PE Io.ECO'!O 








" !: I 
~o .: 
~t.3 
--------,--------.-
